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Harry Kingman visited the club to act as the judge for the Pat Riggs Open digital competition.

32 photographs were submitted covering a range of subjects including landscapes, abstract,
birds and portraits.  It  was  good to see so many members using their  imagination when
searching for their chosen photographic topic.

Throughout  the  judging  Harry  offered many ideas  as  to  how the  photographs  could be
improved and enhanced. He is a firm believer in the use of tripod and the correct speed and
apertures to get the best out of the subject. He reminded us that if the subject was fixed we
should take our time in taking a variety of shots with different settings to make sure we
achieve the result we are looking for. It was clear that he looked for effective use of dynamic
range and that post camera processing was essential in most cases to bring the subject to
the required quality and vibrancy.

Some members had chosen monochrome themes which were very effective. A beautiful
portrait of mother and child, a dramatic horse with platted mane, a highland road reaching
into infinity were all well received.

The judge chose five entries on which to give a final analysis and then make his decision on
the winner.

Ken  Proudley’s  beautiful  Poppies  at  Sunrise taken  in  the  early  morning  mist  created  a
beautiful image. Pam Popes exacting photograph of a  Nuthatch was very much admired.
Peter Rushton’s scene entitled Winter was cleverly balanced and met with much praise. Vic
Brookes closeup of a Kestrel’s head highlighting the detail and colour of this magnificent bird
which Harry thought was praiseworthy.

It was decided that Kamal Antoun’s Lean Spinning Machine was a magical record shot with
clarity,  quality  and colour  throughout.  Nothing  in  the  judge’s  view was  wrong with  this
excellent photograph so Kamal richly deserved the winner’s accolade. 



  

The evening finished with welcome tea and biscuits with a chance to discuss each others
photographs and the opinions of tonight’s judge. 

Next week members will be treated to a demonstration on the use of Lightroom by member
Mike Wallis. For many of us this could be very valuable.


